Parliamentary Government in England
from the public view, are allowed a weight which a
judicial-minded scrutiny would destroy in a few minutes*
dose examination.
I have already, in an earlier chapter, urged the desir-
ability of advisory committees of members of Parliament
in connection with each of the departments of State. I
believe that not the least service they could render lies
in the continuity of contact they would afford between
the responsible legislator and the administrative specialist
—a contact which, for reasons given earlier, I believe
to be of great importance. But every reason for com-
mittees of this character seems to me a reason also for
building about the departments advisory committees of
citizens whose interests are relevant to the work the
departments have to do. We already have committees
of this character; and some of them, most notably the
Consultative Committee of the Board of Education, have
done very valuable work. Not its least valuable aspect
is the kind of bridge it builds between lay opinion and
the administrative process. The real danger ithat con-
fronts the official is his constant liability to be separated
from this lay opinion. He lives seeing his problems so
largely through the miasma of files that he may easily
lack a sense of proper proportion unless they are trans-
lated into the eager, palpitating lives of the men and
women whose needs they embody. It would be a good
thing for Home Office officials to see representatives
of the Shop Assistants' Union not on an occasional
deputation when two or three speeches are followed by
the polite promise of further consideration but in an
organized monthly meeting in which both sides learn
in personal contact the range of their common problems.
It *.?ould be a good thing, too, if there were an advisory
committee" "on slum clearance at the Ministry of Health
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